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The Craft of Tattooing was written for the start student of Tattooing. This easy to use and
comprehensive guide will highlight everything you require to know to get started as a Tattoo
Artist. Erick Alayon offers been Tattoo professionally since 1988, no additional tattooing
instruction author can say that! Covers advice and technical details to obtain started toward
an effective career! Inside you will learn, How to set up and tune Tattoo Devices, equipment
you will have to get began, how to get started, tips about outlining, shading and coloring,
plus lots more!
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Horrible English/grammar Great book with good info, unfortunately it really is filled with
misspelled words and grammatical mistakes. If you're looking to entering the business, chances
are you know everything outlined in this reserve. recommended recommended but ideal for
beginners Has the basics covered, not much after that, but ideal for beginners. This made it
annoying and a bit frustrating, however the info in the book is excellent. When you can look
past the terrible English (which is normally something I am still attempting to do) then it will be
an extremely helpful book. Great worth and read, A++ Very informal for any wanting to learn
more about the art of tattooing. Book treats the reader like a starting tattoo artist but
contains knowledge for professionals. Very well written and well worth the cost of the book.
Recommend to anyone attempting to learn the basics of tattooing or a specialist wanting to
further their knowledge of the craft. A++ A good introduction and I reply to other reviews This is
a great book that's written from an extremely straight forward perspective. I love this book! Buy
this publication, take notes, mark it up, digest it, recommend it to close friends, apply the data
and use the guidance. Who cares what his political affiliations are, we should all be a little
different from each other. As always, check advice with your apprenticing expert (Boss) or
teacher.This book has major potential, its just needs a major overhaul on the total amount and
quality of this content.The book is actually self published since it contains many grammar and
spelling faults."This publication recommends that college students of tattoo should learn
another subject matter while tattooing which is an exemplory case of the great suggestions
offered in this publication. He does tatoos just on himself and eventually wants to do various
other ppl but he requirements a lot more experience and knowledge. Students and hobbyists
should go through Ayalon's books and thank him for writing them. Would be a lot more
successful as a Kindle e-book. Grammar is kind of subjective in any case.Also check out his
"Myspace." good book The Craft of Tattooing was written for the beginning student of
Tattooing. This simple to use and comprehensive guide will highlight everything you require to
know to get started as a Tattoo Artist. Inside become familiar with, How to setup and tune
Tattoo Devices, equipment you will have to get began, how to get started, tips on outlining,
shading and coloring, plus substantially more! Covers tips and technical information to obtain
started toward a successful career! It has helped him with techniques. Great idea! I was looking
for a book that would clarify each needle and what each one is for and how exactly to shade
and color and this book is perfect! What are large but i didnt care about that. Its super easy
to read and follow. I agree with the prior review relating to the misspelled words and phrases,
poor grammar, and illusions of being a misguided republican, but Erick Alayon offers good
information and great guidance for those of us that are simply from this field." Nevertheless, I felt
it had been really dumbed down for someone who has never actually walked right into a
tattoo shop. Five Stars Great info Good to start Got this for my shortly to be husband who is
looking into becoming a tattoo artist. very helpful I was searching for a reserve for my
boyfriend. He was doing tattoos before however the reserve has been assisting him with get it
more precise.General, it had been an 'OK' short browse. It boasts that "easy to use and
comprehensive guide will show you everything you want to know to begin with as a Tattoo
Artist. This is going to help him tremendously! Not sure who edited this book however they failed
horribly. Alayon writes such as a "real man" offering "Real tips. The type is much larger than
need be, therefore once it arrives you are primarily excited about how much info will probably
be covered, but open the cover and understand the text is about 14pt font and does not
cover the entire page. I recommend this reserve. I bought it at a lower life expectancy price
and don't believe that it really is worth anyone's very difficult working $25.If you are searching



for an instructional reserve, a how-to tattoo, or even a beginning your own tattoo store book -
continue searching.I own additional books that touch in the very same subjects in here - but
go into much more depth. Tattoo is certainly a lucrative business with a great deal of secrets.
Obviously - you aren't going to learn from a book. Go through this book. Very Basic, Very
Beginner I honestly had hoped for more out of this book. Phrases like "didn't" are spelled
"dident", "repeatedly" spelled "repetedly", and almost no apostrophes in the entire book.
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